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Panigaon OPD College is a purely Arts College. Students who come to take admission in B.A.
Courses expected to fulfil the following qualities which help them in their future life to achieve the
expected goals that is Realization of human values, Sense of social service, Responsible and dutiful
citizen and Creative ability. The outcome of the courses are:1. Course Outcomes of B.A. ENGLISH:
English is a compulsory subject in BA program by which they can achieve the following goals:
a. Use English as a library Language.
b. Use English as a link language.
c. Acquire basic knowledge of English Grammar, literature.
d. Study English as a literary language.
e. Learn English for various Competitive Examination. .
2. Course Outcomes of B.A. ECONOMICS
a) Knowledge on market affects pricing and output.
b) Create entrepreneurship Development of the Student.
c) Create Knowledge and skill of research.
d) Developing the knowledge about theories of economic growth & development and
issues of economic planning.
e) Create knowledge to appear any competitive Examination.
f) Increase self employment.
g) Create employability knowledge of students.
h) Knowledge for socio-economic development.
i) Use of Mathematics in Economics.
3. Course Outcomes of B.A. SOCIOLOGY
a. Achieve knowledge of various ethnic groups, their culture, society, religion, economics
etc.
b. Acquire knowledge of social transactions, formations, values and culture
c. Understanding the significance of social institution, caste system, religion, nationalism etc.
d. Social reformation: the role of the social thinkers and social reformers.
e. Achieving the knowledge of social discrimination, women empowerment, gender equity
etc.
f. Achieving knowledge of social change, barriers to social change
g. Fundamental concept and concerns of the discipline.
h. Encourage students to view the Indian reality through a sociological lens.
4. Course Outcomes - B.A. POLITICAL SCIENCE
a. Knowledge about the vital issues such as changing pattern or centre state relation,
emergence of leadership at different level and autonomy movement and ethnic conflict.
b. Create students with good exposure to the core administration.
c. Create knowledge on contemporary international relation or issues.
d. Create skill to students for competitive examination and other NET, SLET
e. Knowledge about political system of the nation.
f. Study of national and international political affairs.

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Understanding the government mechanism, its functions, duties and responsibilities.
Knowledge on human right and woman empowerment and gender inequality.
Creating appropriate and efficient political leaders.
Getting knowledge of political law.
Getting knowledge of Constitution of India and others.

5. Course Outcomes - B.A. EDUCATION
Through the study of this course, the students acquired the knowledge of :
a. Foundations of Education
b. Educational Psychology
c. Measurement and Evaluation in Education
d. Contemporary issues of Indian Education
e. Developmental History of Indian Education
f. Techniques and Methodology of Teaching
6. Course Outcomes - B.A. HISTORY
Outcome of the History
1. History is made up from the credible history where the innovative measures are
encompassed from very early which changed the trend of continuity.
2. The trend of history transited to the formative evaluation through polity, society and
economy along with cultural affluences.
3. Introduced by authentically its theoretical and historical understanding with methodological
implementation to depict systematic produce.
4. Historical reconstruction and technological up gradation of the ecological and environmental
study also consist with the traditional history.
5. Agriculture, Horticulture, Cotton technology, rain, climate, and river etc. history also focuses
the trend of new agenda in the historical matter.
6. Proper study of the history can solve the concept of macro perspective state, bewildered
legends in the dynastical motivation and in wrong interpretation in origin.
7. The impact of Globalization is succinctly encompassed with the making of the history.
8. The students at least understand about the tribalism, sankritization, Brahmanization,
acculturation, assimilation and multicultural linguistic value.
7. Course Outcomes - B.A. PHILOSOPHY
a) To acquaint the students of philosophy with theories of reality and introduction of values
b) To acquaint the students of philosophy with the basic issues and problem of philosophy in
Indian tradition.
c) To acquaint the students of philosophy with the philosophical basis of social life and
psychological aspect of human life.
d) To acquaint the students of philosophy with basic ideas of applied ethics concerning value of
life , environmental ethics and professional ethics.

e) To acquaint the students with the moral aspect of human existence, nature of moral
philosophy and its relation to different subject, virtue ethics, teleological ethics,Meta ethics
etc.
f) To acqutain the student of Philosophy with Metaphysics, Axiology, Epistemology and
Psychology.
g) To acqutain the students of Philosophy with the Philosophy of Plato, Aristotole, Socratice
,Hegel, Locke and Berkely.
8. Course Outcomes - B.A. ASSAMESE
a. Acquire knowledge of the History of Assamese Literature, characteristics of the different
ages.
b. Acquire knowledge of Assamese Language, spelling, translation and use of the language
c. Genres of Assamese Literature: poetry, short story, novels, plays, essays etc.
d. Linguistics of Assamese: Language, dialect, lingua franca, National language, state
language, phonology, morphology, etc.
e. Languages and dialects of Assam, their characteristics,
f. Assamese script, its history and evolution.
g. Assamese culture, its unity in diversity.
h. Comparative literature: definition, scope, history and evolution
i. World literature and literary criticism.
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